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A CROSS-CULTRAL VIEW OF COUNSELING
WITH DEAF CLIENTS

Neil Glickman, Student
Gallaudet College
Washington, D. C. 20002

It is often the case that an idea or point

of view is so widely regarded as true that it
is not recognized for what it is — a point of
view, one of many — until a serious con
tender arrives on the scene. Such is the case
wiih what has been called the "clinical-

pathologicar view of deafness. According to
this view, the most significant characteristic

of deaf people is their lack of hearing. Other
aspects of deaf persons lives such as per
sonality formation, language development,
social relations, cognitive abilities, and voca
tional prospects are studied and understood
in relation to hearing loss. Baker and Cokely
(1980) cited three of the clinical-pathological
definitions of the deaf community which
have been offered in the literature:

1. an audiologically definable group of
persons whose hearing loss is suffi
cient to interfere with but does not

preclude the normal reception of
speech.
2. a group of hearing-impaired persons
who have hearing and psychological

problems due to their hearing loss and
communication difficulties.

3. a minority group composed of hear
ing-impaired persons who are treated
in certain negative ways by the hear
ing majority (P. 54).

Baker and Cokely noted that this tradi
tional view can be considered that of an

"outsider" inasmuch as it has been held by
most 'liearing people who interact on a pro

fessional basis with deaf people". They add
ed, "the attitude of people who hold the
first (clinical-pathological) view is general
ly that there is something Avrong with deaf
people and that, as much as possible, society

should help them become as 'normar as
possible"(P. 54).
They contrasted this view with what they
called the "cultural" view and cited two ex

amples of this from the literature:
1. a group of people who share a com
mon means of communication (signs)
which provides the basis for group
cohesion and identity.
2. a group of persons who share a com
mon language (ASL) and a common
culture (P. 54).
"The attitude of those who hold the sec

ond view", they claim, "is that the deaf com
munity should be accepted and respected
as a separate cultural group with its own
values and language" (P. 54). Perhaps what
is most striking about these definitions is
their focus on what deaf people have rather
than on what they lack.
The cultural view found its origin in the
singular discovery by William Stokoe that
American Sign Language is a language, ca
pable of the same profundity and range of
expression as any other. From that leap of
understanding, it was but a progression of
baby steps to the conclusion that not only
does the deaf community share a language,
they also share attitudes, values, experiences,
a history, art forms. In other words, they
share a culture. To say this is not to deny
that attitudes vdthin the deaf community
vary, only that they are similar enough on
essentials to justify generalizations. The coun
seling that occurs between hearing and deaf
persons, as in a rehabilitation setting, can
often be said to cross this cultural barrier.

Yet the implications of this situation have
yet to be drawn.
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Vontress (1976) has warned, in reference
to white counselors counseling black clients,
that insensitivity to differences in the client's
socio-cultural background can lead not only
to the failure to establish a therapeutic rela
tionship, but to gross misunderstanding on
the part of the counselor of the experience
of his client.

It has been observed also that many
young blacks, urban or rural, appear to
be shy and withdrawn in the counseling
dyad or group. The counselor, unfami

tion and racial pride (Carmichael and Hamil
ton, 1967; Chace and Collier, 1970; Silber-

man, 1964; Lincoln, 1961). Similarly, the gay
community has been shown to distinguish
between homosexuality, the fact of same sex
sexual behavior, and gayness, which refers
to an identity (Young, 1978; Weinberg,
1973; Murphy, 1971; Boswell, 1980; Jay and
Young, 1977). This distinction between bio
logical membership and cultural affiliation
or identity is central for determining when
the cross-cultural perspective is appropriate.

liar with the nuances of black culture,

In the discussion which follows, the author

may be quick to assess the behavior as
just another unfortunate effect of social
and economic deprivation. However, the
client's perception of his own conduct
may be very different: he's just "cooling
it". He knows how to rap beautifully
about whatever but is unvvdlling to do

is assuming clients who are 'culturally deaf.
What insights, then, are raised by a crosscultural view of counseling the deaf client?
In this essay four topics will be discussed:
1. deaf community views of hearing people;

so until he is convinced that his audience

is a person of good will (P. 48).
A cross-cultural view of counseling be
tween a hearing counselor and a deaf client
should also make the behavior of both par
ticipants, their rapport or lack of it, more

2. the connection between deaf culture and

mental health; 3. deaf/hearing cultural dif
ferences in the reading of facial expression;
4. deaf/hearing differences in controversial
behavior. Because the existence of the deaf

community and culture has not been widely
viewed as having a significant impact on the
counseling relationship, there is little rele

understandable. This article discusses some

vant research. The absence of such research

of the insights that a cross-cultural view of
counseling yields.
Some clarification of terms is necessary.
The author is not suggesting that all hear
ing impaired persons belong to the deaf com
munity nor that this model is relevant to all
counseling situations. Based on the experi
ence of other minorities, it is recognized that
biological membership in, and cultural af
filiation Avith, a minority community does
not always overlap. Howe (1976), in his
treatise on the experience of Jewish immi
grants in America, discussed at length their
conflict between maintaining the old world
values and meeting the demands of the new
world. As the immigrants and their descendents adjusted to life in America, the adop
tion of a Jewish identity became increasingly
a matter of choice. It could no longer be
assumed to automatically accompany Jewish

is to be expected, however, whenever one
"tries on" a new perspective. By necessity,

birth. In the sixties, the terms "black" and

"Afro-American" became popular, in contrast
to "negro", to signify a chosen cultural affilia

this discussion must be tentative and ex

planatory, relying on anecdotal evidence and
on the observations of previous writers. To
be fruitful, this new perspective should open
up a variety of research possibilities.
How the Deaf View the Hearing

We can start our exploration of deafhearing cultural conflicts by asking, how do
the deaf view the hearing? Benderly (1980)
noted that deaf children, from an early age,
form their identity in opposition to hearing
people. "To be deaf is to be not hearing,
is to be one of us and not one of them"

(p. 229). Benderly claimed that most deaf
people feel some resentment, directed not
at their fate, but at their long years of mis
treatment by the hearing.
Talk with even very worldly deaf peo
ple educated in the old way, and in
more cases than not you will find, sur-
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prisingly close to the surface, and barely
hidden by education, good manners, hu
mor or experience, the running sores of
anguish and resentment, the gaping, un-

the black community and "straight-identified
gay" and "closet case" among the gay com

stanchable wounds of wrongs done de
cades before; a bottomless fury; an
identical litany of slapped hands, tied

deaf world people are ranked according to

wrists, punishments, scoldings, tedium,
humiliation (p. 229).

munity.

Kannapell (1976) noted that "within the
the degree to which they can 'hide' their
stigma and 'pass' for hearing" (p. 10). At
tributes such as residual hearing, good
speech, and good English skills make one

tween the attitudes of deaf people with hear

more hearing-like and raise one's status. Kan
napell also noted that this attitude is an am

ing parents and deaf people with deaf par

bivalent one forTn their hearts deaf persons

ents. The latter, he claimed, have known full
communication with their family all their
lives and have also been spared a childhood
sense of their parents' disappointment, frus
tration, and anger. Jacobs postulated that

prefer ASL and love the deaf world. Thus,
while hearing people understand deafness
primarily in terms of decibel loss, deaf people

Jacobs (1974) noticed a difference be

such displays of feeling "must have been very
traumatic to the deaf child's pride, self-satis
faction and self-image. And, they must have
become adjusted to a feeling of inferiority;
which deaf children of deaf parents do not
usually develop"(p. 60). Jacobs believes that
deaf children of hearing parents are more
inclined to notice any show of condescension

understand deafness in terms of attitudes and

behaviors. Hearing people, it is suggested,
are understood by deaf persons through the
variables of their attitudes, signing skills,
and involvement with the deaf community.
These variables determine the degree to

which hearing persons are perceived as "one
of us" or "one of them".

This point of view has been proposed
by Nash and Nash (1978, 1981). They col

and, possibly, more inclined to harbor a se

lected data from interviews with deaf adult

cret hatred of hearing people.
All minorities share the problem of inte

informants in two midwestern cities and from

tinctness. They wrestle with the question of
whether they serve their interests best by
taking pride in their uniqueness as a com
munity or by affirming their similarity with
the majority. One sees this controversy in

observations at deaf community functions.
Nash and Nash found it useful to categorize
deaf community attitudes towards hearing
people according to how much hearing per
sons are perceived as "like us" or "like them".
They categorized hearing people in three
main groups as follows:

the debate over whether it is better to teach

Group I

gration versus affirmation of cultural dis

deaf children ASL or a form of signing closer

to English. Within minorities, some individu
als can more easily "pass" as normals, a fact
which may prejudice them towards accept
ing the points of view of the majority. Jacobs
(1974) noted that "Indians have their 'white
fathers', the blacks their whites', the Chica

nes their 'gringos' and the deaf their 'hearies'" (p. 61). Among the deaf community,
oral deaf, for whom there are a number of

derogatory signs, are likely to be considered
hearing in consciousness and identity. There
is even a sign which means "think like a
hearing person" and which is similar to con
cepts like "Uncle Tom" and "oreo" among

The two groups within this category,
hearing children of deaf parents and inter
preters, are both presumed to be highly com
petent in sign. This single fact allows for the
possibility of communication and the devel
opment of rapport. Deaf people did not for
get, however, that even these closest of out
siders are hearing. They have the possibility
of "gearing into" the deaf experience or of
betra)dng deaf people. They may be helpful
or hindering. Children of deaf parents are
perceived as more trustworthy because, un
like most interpreters, they are presumed to
be competent in ASL, and because they are
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presumed to have developed some inherent
loyalty to deaf people. Yet even these two
closest of outsiders, important as they are
recognized to be, are not regarded without
some suspicion.
Group II

Members of this group are hearing peo

ple with some contact with deaf people and
minimal sign language skills, rarely including
ASL. They are people on whom deaf people
come, by necessity, to depend. Within this
category, the most trustworthy are siblings
of deaf persons, again because of some pre
sumed intrinsically grounded interest. Neigh

become like deaf people but become a suc
cessful . . . meaning oral or English-com
petent . . . adult" (Nash and Nash, 1978,
p. 235).
Teachers of the deaf are also regarded
differently according to their attitudes to
wards signing, but even advocates of the To
tal Communication philosophy may receive
the cold shoulder. This may puzzle teachers
who sign who, despite their good intentions,
do not perceive the gap between their posi
tion and that of the deaf community. Hearing

educators, whatever their teaching method

bors and co-workers may serve vital functions
as intermediaries, and deaf people are often

ology, are perceived as "most often preoc
cupied with the task of 'integrating' deaf
youngsters into the hearing world . . .
"Integration in this context seems to have

very fearful of becoming too much of a bur

the meaning 'become the same as or equi

den. On the job, a liaison with a supportive
co-worker may mean losing or keeping one's

valent to a hearing person'"(Nash and Nash,
1978, p. 238). Although the deaf community
values the ability to successfully navigate
through the hearing world, they do not nec
essarily value integration. Their language and

position, understanding the rules and com
munication with a supervisor. Yet, a deaf
person who jokes comfortably with a coworker on the job may be surprised to see the
same co-worker become embarrassed and

standoffish outside the office. Among the
stories deaf people commonly tell are those
of deaf workers who teach a hearing coworker to sign only to see him promoted and
able to use his sign language to spy on them.
This kind of experience gives deaf people
ample reason to tread cautiously with hearing people whom they need to recruit as
allies.

The perception of hearing parents of deaf
children depends partially on whether they
sign or support oraHsm. If a counselor of
deaf people knows nothing else, he should
understand that any hearing person who
promotes oral education and denigrates sign
language will inevitably find himself in the
deaf community's bad graces. Culturally,
deaf people consider deafness a way of life,
not a pathology. Hearing parents of deaf
children who support the Total Communica

tion philosophy and have acquired some
competence in Signed English are preferred
over supporters of oralism, but neither group
is sought out. ".. . the deaf suspect, and
rightly so in most cases, that the primary
concern of the parent is that the child not

culture are seen as values to be supported in

their own right. Deaf adults understand that
these values are rarely incorporated into
deaf education, even in Total Communication

philosophy programs. Hence, their attitude
towards hearing teachers is usually luke
warm at best.

Group III

In the third group are those hearing peo
ple regarded as having no communicative

competence. In this group, the most trust
worthy are church related people. Most do
not sign but, interestingly enough, preachers
who sign are, from a linguistic point of view,
often among the least meddlesome of hear
ing people. This is because preachers are
primarily concerned with communication.
They often are more willing to learn and
use ASL.

Included in this survey of deaf attitudes
towards hearing people are their attitudes
towards oral deaf. Despite the audiological
similarity, oral deaf are viewed as "function
ally equivalent to hearing persons; they can
not hear, cannot sign, have no membership
in the deaf community, do not articulate
deaf interests, and presumably are motivated
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by a desire to avoid contact of any kind with
the deaf*' (Nash and Nash, 1978, p. 240).
Even more than hearing people, oral deaf
might receive the burden of deaf community
anger because of the implicit betrayal or
sell-out in their attitude.

Among those farthest from any sympathy
with the deaf community are self-styled
helpers. Nash and Nash give the example of
the membership in local associations that pur
port to promote speech and hearing. Deaf
people believe these individuals and organ
izations serve hearing people's interests.
They resent the claims of these persons and
organizations to speak for the deaf com
munity.

Finally, and most importantly for this
discussion, is how the deaf community views
hearing professionals. Nash and Nash list
within this category physicians, audiologists,
hearing aid dealers, and, sometimes, college
level teachers of special education. Most
often these are people who have made a
livelihood by defining and treating deafness
as a pathology. "The deaf on their part be
lieve that the professionals make them ob
jects of study and experimentation and a
source of fees" (p. 243). Because deaf per
sons see themselves as a community and do
not view themselves in pathological terms,
"in a sense deafness and professionalism
may be thought of as polar opposites. The
deaf cannot deal with the professional with
out calling into question the prescriptive
nature of the professional's world" (p. 244).
Nash and Nash (1981) later suggest that
professionals who serve the deaf community,
to effectively win the confidence of their
clients, must adopt more respectful attitudes

than what has been common among hearing
professionals.

The professional must display grounds
other than professional expertise in or
der to win the confidence and trust of

is largely a matter of moving toward
deaf conceptions of the hearing, at least
for the purpose of interpretation (p. 74).

One must be impressed with the challenge
this poses to hearing professionals. Hearing
counselors of deaf persons were not listed
in Nash and Nash's study, but, given the
importance of rapport to successful counsel
ing, their remarks are all the more appro
priate. To successfully engage in cross-cul
tural counseling, the hearing counselor must
not only appreciate and respect the deaf
community, but must be \villing to consider
a deaf view of the hearing, including him
self. Hearing professionals are faced vidth the
challenge of internalizing this critical view
of themselves without allowing their beliefs
in the importance of their work to be de
stroyed. Nothing is gained by recklessly at
tacking the hearing, but one may believe

that such consideration of the deaf viewpoint
can foster effectiveness as counselors and ad

vocates for the deaf community.
Deaf Culture and Mental Health

In the above discussion of the deaf com

munity's attitudes towards hearing people,
we saw that deaf people differentiate among
hearing people partially on the basis of the
latter's skill in sign. Probably the most pro
minent aspect of deaf culture is its language,
American Sign Language. Sldll in ASL has
been viewed as one avenue to membership
in the deaf community (Baker and Cokely,
1980). The importance of a language, espe
cially to a minority community, far trans
cends its usefulness as a vehicle of com
munication. Markowicz and Woodward

(1975) quoted Gumperz's statement that
"Language is simultaneously a store or a
repository of cultural knowledge, a symbol
of social identity, a medium of interaction"
(p. 3). Markowicz and Woodward noted the

existence of a diglossic continuum in sign,
with more English-like signing used in inter
action v^dth hearing people and with ASL

the deaf. He or she must demonsjrate
competence in the rudiments of the deaf
experience itself, which, most important

reserved for cherished interaction with other

ly, means knowing the signs and using
them as they are used by the members
of the local deaf community . . . This

deaf persons. Kannapell (1980) pointed out
that the deaf community has been reluctant
to share ASL with hearing people out of a
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sense that, for the deaf culture to remain

the hearing counselor facilitate the deaf

intact, ASL must be preserved and guarded.
Trybus (1980) described the importance
to minority communities of protection of their

client's movement towards greater health
without that counselor having a firm respect
and love for that client's community and

language. He quoted Davies' important ob

culture? If the counselor colludes with the
dominant trend in deaf education and com

servation that the loss of one's language must

be among the worst disasters to befall a
struggling community.
To impose another language on .. . a
people is to send their history adrift ...
to tear their identity from all places . . .
to lose your native tongue, and leam
that of an alien, is the worst badge of
conquest. . . it is the chain on the soul
. . . a people without a language of its
own is only half a nation. A nation
should guard its language more than its
territories . . .'tis a surer barrier, a more

important frontier than fortress or
river (p. 203).

Trybus, rightly to my mind, views mental
health as something more than the absence
of mental illness. Mental health involves the

feeling of power and significance. It is a psy
chological manifestation of a social phenome
non, the relation of a person to his larger
community. To obtain a healthy self-concept
while belonging to a minority community
with a stigmatized language is a difficult
feat. The case could be made that more than

individual counseling, especially with a coun
selor who uses the majority culture's lan
guage, the key to individual health and pride
is cultural affirmation on a social and politi
cal level. Trybus asked,".. . what are the
social conditions of deaf people's lives which
provide them with the sense of power and
significance needed for mental health and
well-being?" (p. 202). He concluded that
affirmation of the deaf person's cultural iden
tity, support for the deaf community's notion
that it is right and good to be deaf, in
particular respect for the language of the
deaf community by educators of the deaf
and by professionals who serve the deaf, is
integral to such a positive self-concept.
This issue pertains to counseling. How
well can a deaf person function in a hearing
world without the strength that comes from
his identity as a deaf person? How much can

municates to his client that mental health

lies in becoming hearing, then a therapeutic
rapport, is less likely to occur. This attitude

that hearing equals health can be conveyed
in many ways. The counselor can show more

interest in dB loss than in identity. He can

pressure the client to go for speech therapy,
use his voice, wear a hearing aid and sign
in English or not at all. He can criticize the

client's English skill or overly praise it as if
that were the measure of the client's worth.
He can belittle involvement with the deaf

community and focus on the client's hearing
associates. He can believe and convey that
the client, rather than the two of them, has
a communication problem. He can assume

that he can effectively work with a com
munity of people while having only a mini
mal knowledge of their language and culture.
Trybus (1980) predicted that, as members of
the deaf community gain an increasing sense
of power and significance, "they are likely
to become increasingly critical of mental
health services provided by practitioners who
know little or nothing of the culture and lan
guage of the deaf community" (p. 215).
A similar position is taken by Stokoe and
Battison (1981). One connection they make
between the mental health of deaf persons
and the counselor's cultural sensitivity is the
fact that for years deaf people have been
misdagnosed and incarcerated in mental hos
pitals and institutions for the mentally re
tarded because the psychiatrist did not sign
their language. More commonly, proper diag
nosis and treatment is dependent on the abil
ity of the mental health professional to pro
perly interpret verbal and non-verbal be
havior. "Thus, it is important for hearing
people who do therapy with deaf people to
appreciate these cultural differences, to gain
a sensitivity about normal commimicative
and social behavior in the deaf community,
and to apply this knowledge in their clinical
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practice" (p. 193). Chief among the cultural
sensitivities the professional must acquire for
diagnostic and treatment purposes, and for
affirmation of that client's identity and men

tal health, is competence in the language of
the culture.

Cultural Differences in the Reading of
Facial Expression
In their 1981 article, Stokoe and Battison

also reported that in an informal experiment,
hearing signers interpreted some facial ex
pressions as "emphatically negative" while
deaf signers interpreted them as "emphatical
ly positive". They present the following
scenario of an event which, because of cul

tural differences in the reading of facial ex
pression, illustrates a communication break
down.

A deaf woman who was fluent in both

ASL and English was in a hearing
friend's home looking at some art prints
on the wall. They were speaking because
the friend knew no signs.
Hostess: (noticing the deaf woman look
ing at the prints)
Oh, do you like Escher (the artist)?
Guest: (making the facial expression
that means "emphatically positive"—"oh,
yes!"—in ASL)
Hostess: (misinterpreting the facial ex
pression) Oh, you don't like him then?
(annoyed and disappointed).
Guest: (confused and alarmed because
her message got scrambled) Oh, no . . .
I do like him!(p. 190)
Though as yet there have been few com
parative studies of deaf and hearing facial
expression, some evidence as to this kind of

cultural difference was provided by William
Scheff in a 1973 study. Scheff presented
slides showing facial caricatures to deaf and

hearing adolescents and compared their in
terpretations of the faces. His results indi

cated that deaf and hearing differed on the
degree of anger they associated with one

particular face, with the hearing adolescents
more inclined to label the face as "furious".

Problems with this study include the facts

10
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that the faces interpreted were drawings and
not actual faces, and that the more frequent
use by hearing subjects of the label "furious"
might be due to their larger English vocabu
lary. Scheff's study, though provocative, is
hardly conclusive.
Padden and Markowicz (1976), in an
article entitled "Gultural Gonflicts between

Hearing and Deaf Gommunities", studied the

problems faced by hearing impaired students
socialized in the hearing world as they ar
rived at Gallaudet Gollege and began to
interact with members of the deaf community

there. They found that the hearing impaired
students reported that the culturally deaf
students used facial expressions which the
former had never seen in the hearing public.
The hearing impaired students sometimes

classified these deaf facial expressions as
"exaggerated" and "attention getting", and
they reported their inability to interpret the
meanings of these expressions. This corres
ponds with complaints the author has often

heard from deaf people that the faces of
hearing people are boring and uninformative. Padden and Markowicz (1976) specu
lated "that misinterpretation on the part of
the subjects and the deaf students may be
the result of cross-linguistic and cross-cultural
conflicts since members of the two opposing
cultures do not share the same language and
appear not to share the same nonverbal

codes as well" (p. 410).
Ekman and Friesen (1975) did extensive

research on non-verbal behavior, in parti
cular facial expression, in people of different
cultures. They asked themselves whether six
basic emotions (surprise, fear, disgust, anger,
happiness, sadness) correspond across cul
tures to the same facial expressions. In part
of their research they photographed and
compared the faces of American and Japan
ese college students to films designed to
elicit strong emotional responses. They also
showed photographs of the different emotion
al expressions to observers in the U. S., Japan,
Ghile, Argentina, and Brazil and asked them
to choose one of the six primary emotion
words for each photograph they saw. Their

Vol. 16No.3 January 1983
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results were that "the same facial expressions

were judged as showing the same emotion
in all these countries, regardless of language
or culture*' (p. 24).
As far as we know, all of Ekman and
Friesens subjects were hearing people. Yet,
as their research clearly supports a biologi
cal connection between emotion and facial

emotion. Adverbs, adjectives, negation, af
firmation, questions, and conditional ex
pressions are all indicated, at least partially,
by facial expression (Baker and Cokely,
1980). Some of these linguistic facial beha
viors, because they resemble emotional ex
pressions, are particularly prone to misinter
pretation by hearing people. One such facial

expression, there is little reason to believe

behavior is the wrinkled brow signifying one

that deaf persons are any different in this
regard. How, then, are we to explain the
apparent differences in the reading of facial
expression as described above? Ekman and

kind of question, a behavior hearing people
may misinterpret as anger. Another such be
havior is the tongue slightly protruded.
According to Baker and Cokely, who label
this expression "th", it is an adverb meaning
"performed carelessly". Hearing people have

Friesen concluded that while there are uni

versal facial expressions of emotion, cultural
differences intervene in at least two ways:

the stimuli that elicit the response will differ,
and the display rules, or the conventions as
to how much of each kind of emotion to

express, will differ. It seems obvious that
American deaf culture allows and even re

a norm against sticking out one's tongue in
public and may interpret this behavior as
a form of crassness. Similarly, hearing people
have a norm against pointing at people. In
deaf culture, pointing is perfectly acceptable

as it has the grammatical function of estab
lishing pronouns. Many of these facial be

quires a good deal more facial expression
than American hearing culture. A hearing
person's perception that deaf people are
crude and vulgar, and a deaf person's per
ception that hearing people are unemotional
and boring, most certainly corresponds to

haviors are aspects of ASL and counselors
who sign in English can easily avoid learn
ing them. A hearing counselor unaware that
deaf culture has such different display rules
for facial behavior, and that in ASL linguis

different cultural norms and attitudes.

tic information is often coded on the face,

Most counselors are aware of the im

portance of attending to non-verbal beha
vior. The counselor who works cross-cultural

ly has the additional responsibility of becom
ing informed as to cultural differences in

may misinterpret grammar for emotional ex
pression. One cannot but wonder how many
deaf clients were misdiagnosed because the
hearing psychologist did not have this kind
of cultural sensitivity.

such behavior. Hearing people's conversa

Cultural Differences in Conversational

tions are filled with non-verbal behavior . . .

Behavior

head shakes, nose wrinkles, body shifts,"mmmmm's", 'liuh's". It is mostly convention to
say these behaviors are non-linguistic. Time
and further research may prove such an as
sumption wrong. With culturally deaf clients,

same culture is usually so effortless that the
idea of these behaviors being rule-governed
may come as a shock. Yet, when people do

the difficulty of clearly distinguishing verbal
from non-verbal, linguistic from non-linguis
tic, behavior is even greater.
Hearing people commonly assume that
when deaf people make various facial ex
pressions they are showing emotion. While
this may be true, hearing people are gen
erally unaware that in ASL, many facial ex
pressions are grammatical and unrelated to
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Conversation between members of the

not know these rules and break them, our

usual response is irritation. Children and
foreigners, because they are not expected to
know all the rules, are more easily excused.
With deaf people, our lack of recognition of

their differing cultural background may lead
us to assume that conversation breakdown

stems from their personal inadequacies.

Baker (1977) did extensive research on
turn-taking behaviors in ASL. She noted that
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signers indicate their readiness to yield "the
floor' by, among other things, establishing
eye-contact, decreasing their signing speed,
and dropping their hands to a resting place.
Desire to continue signing can be indicated
by eye gaze away from the receiver, ac
celeration in signing rate, and refusal to

express respect, attentiveness, boredom, pre
occupation, and various other states and af
fects. Since signers are visually dependent,
lack of eye contact is naturally interpreted
as something stronger than inattentiveness.
If the receiver breaks eye contact, communi

come to a rest position. Hearing people also
utilize rules for turn-taking. We rely heavily
upon voice inflection to indicate our inten
tions. The rules for the two cultures differ,
and a hearing person unaware of what to

reported that "when the conversation chan
nel is sign language, avoidance of eye contact
becomes a powerful form of conversation con

look for may find himself cutting the signers
off, thus appearing rude, or responding late,
thus appearing inattentive. Baker reported
that 'hearing counselor's with deaf clients
often report difficulty in knowing when their
client has finished signing his thought and
when it is appropriate to respond" (p.272).
The implications are obvious.
Related to turn-taking behavior are dif
ferent rules about eye contact and eye gaze.
In ASL, eye gaze may have a grammatical
function in, for instance, the establishment of

pronouns in space. Conversation between
hearing speakers and deaf signers may differ
in the length of eye contact considered nec
essary for the sender and receiver. Baker
(1977) noted Kendon's report that "mutual
gazes between previously unquainted (hear
ing) interactants tend to last for little more
than one second" (p. 231). Such eye contact
rules vary with the context, the sex of the
interactants and their roles. Her own research

with deaf signers led Baker to conclude that
"effective communication in sign requires
a consistent maintenance of addressee eye
gaze on the speaker, and periods of mutual
eye gaze extending more than 5 seconds are
not uncommon" (p. 231). This difference
is not hard to understand as conversation in

sign is largely dependent upon vision.
Because of this necessity of eye contact,
there is apparently a greater taboo in deaf
culture against refusal to meet eyes. Among
hearing people, failure to make eye contact
may be interpreted as timidity, disinterest,
or rudeness. Stokoe and Battison (1981) re
ported that "in hearing people's conversa
tions, eye contact, or a lack of it, is used to
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cation is broken" (p. 191). Meadow (1972)

trol" (p. 63). Hearing people, possibly obli
vious to the stricter rules deaf culture im

poses for eye gaze, may make all sorts of
social blunders. A culturally deaf person,
even one with a clear voice, does not seem

to believe a person is listening unless he is
watching. (I recall a conversation with a
culturally deaf person who was using sign
and voice with me. At one point while he
was talking and signing I looked away, and
even though I was still listening he stopped
and waited for me to look back at him. As

a hearing person, I know a person can look
away momentarily and still be listening.)
Baker (1977) observed, "Deaf people fre
quently comment that hearing people seem
to be inattentive to and uninterested in what

is being said. Even more disturbing is the
fact that hearing people are often perceived
as being hostile because they avoid the in
timacy of mutual eye gaze" (p. 231). Stokoe
and Battison made a similar observation:

"Hearing signers are notorious for their in
correct (i.e., unregulated and imgrammatical) use of eye contact, and often appear
shifty-eyed and evasive to deaf people"
(p. 191).
The distance between conversational in

teractants is another behavior regulated by
cultural norms. Though the author is unsure

if it has been proven, there seems to be
little doubt that deaf people signing to each
other prefer to sit or stand further apart than
hearing people talking to each other. A hear
ing counselor who insensitively arranges his
office with heavy chairs at spaces which hearing people find comfortable might find his
deaf client squirming in his chair or strug
gling to push it backward.
In hearing society, it is generally consi-
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dered rude to shout in a closed space. Yet
at Gallaudet, deaf people often shout to get
someone's attention. Any hearing student liv
ing in Gallaudet s dorms can testify that
norms regarding noise differ for deaf and
hearing persons. Because of the visibility of
sign language, it is possible to have a con
versation while separated by a window or
across the expanse of a room. In Gallaudet s
auditorium, it is common to see a deaf per
son in the front row sign to someone in the
balcony. Most hearing people would never
dream of shouting over that distance. This
visibility of sign, which is an advantage when
one wants to communicate across a room,

is a disadvantage when one wants to have
an intimate conversation in public. The fact
that anyone might be reading one's signs
from afar can not help but influence the
norms for signing in a public place.
There are a host of other cultural dif

ferences, about which we have little more

than anecdotal evidence, which badly need
to be researched. It has been suggested that
deaf and hearing communities have very
different attitudes about touching. In "My
Third Eye", the National Theatre of the
Deaf beautifully satirized the fear hearing
people (in mainstream American culture)
have of touching each other. Shaking hands,
for instance, might be a western, hearing
custom, with deaf people more inclined to
give each other a warm embrace. It may be
observed that norms for discussing sexual
matters seem to be different for deaf and

hearing people. Perhaps deaf culture allows
for more openness in discussing sexual mat
ters, in which case this must impact on
counseling. Finally, it is suggested that norms
for using a TDD are different from norms
for using speech to telephone. There seems
to be an etiquette for saying hello and good
bye on a TDD which is far more elaborate
than that of a spoken conversation. One not
only says good-bye, but one wishes the per
son well, remarks how nice it was to chat

with him, hopes to see him again soon, and
so on. This ritual may seem silly to a hear
ing mind, and the author has found himself
impatient on occasion. But one must realize
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that without hearing the other person's voice,
there is much less information that the con

versation is going well. This little ritual seems
to insure clarity that one has ended on a

good note. It is not possible to say with cer
tainty whether this is a firm cultural rule,
but on the chance that it is one may be
left to wonder how many hearing counselors
have inadvertantly insulted their deaf clients
by hanging up too abruptly.
Conclusion

This paper has supported a paradigm
shift from the clinical-pathological to the cul
tural model of the deaf community, in which
much of the interaction that occurs in re

habilitation settings would be seen as crosscultural counseling. It has surveyed a num
ber of insights raised by such a paradigm
shift including: I. that deaf people view
hearing people through the variables of their
attitudes, signing skills, and involvement in
the deaf community; 2. that there is a con
nection between the mental health of the
deaf client and the counselor's cultural sen

sitivity; 3. that deaf and hearing people have
different display rules for facial expression,
as a result of which mutual misunderstand

ing can easily occur, and 4. that deaf and
hearing cultures have different rules for con
versational behavior including turn-taking,
eye contact, use of space, touching, norms
on discussions of sexual matters, and TDD

etiquette. Hopefully, it may be that there is
a wealth of research possibilities here and
that the implications of these cultural dif
ferences are far reaching.
The central issue is whether it is health

affirming for a deaf person to identify with
the deaf community. Opponents of such a
position argue that identification with a mi
nority community takes one outside the com
munity of humankind. It narrows one's vision
and minimizes one's options. It may be pre
cisely this identification with the minority
community that allows one the inner con
fidence to relate to the larger society. A per
son with a clear identity has less trouble
interacting with people different from him
self. Too often, the push for integration is
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a mask for the denial of deafness. This denial

can not help but have negative psychological
consequences. Schlesinger and Meadow
(1972) quoted Parker and Kleiners impor
tant remark that ''almost every clinical study
of psychopathology among negroes indicates
that the negro who is not identified with
other members of his group, or aspires to
'be white', is relatively more prone to mani
fest various forms of mental illness" (p. 2223). Wright (1960) argued, "Paradoxically,
the very attempt to hide the disability often
prevents the person from feeling a part of
the company of mankind in general" (p. 40).
The hearing counselor's attitude regard
ing the deaf community pertains to the
client's adjustment and health. In discussing
or not discussing the deaf community; in
showing, or not showing cultural awareness,
the counselor communicates his feelings
about deafness. Perhaps the oldest question
in the helping professions is who is helped

more, the giver or the receiver. What is the
cost of help? The problem has always been
that helpers might need the helpee's to be
helpless so as to imagine themselves in a
position to cure. The clinical-pathological
model clearly establishes the hearing pro
fessional as the expert, and the members of
the deaf community as people with prob
lems, needing help. The cultural model re
quires considerably more expertise from
hearing professionals and calls for a partner
ship where the hearing professional is as
likely to receive as to give information and
help. Might it be that the resistance of hear
ing professionals to cultural models of deaf
ness stems from fear of challenge to power
and status as experts and helpers? Might
it not also be that the cultural view offers

the basis for a new, more healthy, and pro
ductive relationship between hearing pro
fessionals and the deaf community?

Mow,for the Fintnme.
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